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Jackfruit

    Emma’s father bought a big jackfruit. It was almost 30 pounds. Emma 

has never seen this fruit before. It was green in color with a lot of spikes 

over it. The fruit also had a 

strong pleasent aroma. Father and mother 

started pruning the jackfruit to extract its 

!esh which is sweet. She noted a white milky

liquid upon pruning. She touched it and 

it was sticky. Her parents used some oil to 

prevent their "ngers from sticking. Emma eagerly tasted the !esh and 

she loved the taste. Her mom also prepared jackfruit cake.

Answer the following.

1)  How much did the jackfruit weigh?

2)  Who pruned the jackfruit?

4)  Did Emma like its aroma. Pick a statement from the passsage to 

      support your answer.

5)  What did her parents use to prevent their "ngers from sticking?

3)  Which part of the fruit did Emma taste?

Reading Comprehension
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Jackfruit

    Emma’s father bought a big jackfruit. It was almost 30 pounds. Emma 

has never seen this fruit before. It was green in color with a lot of spikes 

over it. The fruit also had a 

strong pleasent aroma. Father and mother 

started pruning the jackfruit to extract its 

!esh which is sweet. She noted a white milky

liquid upon pruning. She touched it and 

it was sticky. Her parents used some oil to 

prevent their "ngers from sticking. Emma eagerly tasted the !esh and 

she loved the taste. Her mom also prepared jackfruit cake.

Answer the following.

1)  How much did the jackfruit weigh?

The jackfruit weighed 30 pounds.

2)  Who pruned the jackfruit?

Emma’s parents pruned the jackfruit.

4)  Did Emma like its aroma. Pick a statement from the passsage to 

      support your answer.

Yes. 'The fruit had a strong pleasant aroma'. This line shows 

Emma loved the aroma.

5)  What did her parents use to prevent their "ngers from sticking?

They used some oil to prevent their !ngers from sticking.

3)  Which part of the fruit did Emma taste?

She tasted the "esh of the jackfruit. 
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